DT4CT Apple|Google Workgroup
summary of white paper revisions, and workgroup discussion items

Join our PollEV @ https://pollev.com/kahuina
From last workgroup meeting…
"What is one new hobby you've picked up or revived since March 2020?"
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I can use at least five different video conference platforms in the same day!
running
home repair via YouTube
Re-reading Lord of the Rings... these are fell times, and many are grim of visage.
step aerobics
Home schooling!!!
building Gabion retaining walls
Making pasta and puff pastry
Gardening
Attempting to disconnect from ubiquitous technologies and read; attempting to get back
into running
Skateboarding

Major Changes
White paper purpose statement
To help state and local public health officials
learn about the A|G ENF, and decide whether to
build and deploy a statewide app for users to
receive exposure alerts for enhanced COVID-19
contact tracing.
Contents
1. An executive description of the technology
2. Fundamental public health considerations
3. How to optimize early learning

1. Changed name
a.

"Exposure Notification Framework"

2. Minimized background information
3. Focused technology description
a.
b.

Refers out for technical specifications
Highlights key points: i.e., (1) not App; (2)
meaningful exposure setting; (3) national
key server.

4. Made considerations to aid pilot decision
a.
b.

Adds Apple|Google's launch steps
Frames 7 considerations parallel to steps

5. Refocused pilot discussion on learning
a.
b.
c.
d.

Purpose is to inform decisions
Pilots will be agile
CoPs
Knowledge discovery in phases

6. Created list of possible future white paper
topics (e.g., privacy, pilot study framework)

Anticipated workgroup discussion items
Subject

Question

1. Name/nomenclature

"API" or "Exposure Notification Framework"? / "Pilot"

2. National Key Server

Identify important planning and resource issues?

3. Fundamental considerations for
pilots

Framing and commentary for each consideration (7 total)

4. Depicting when pilot experience
and data may answer implementation
questions

See White Paper Table 2

Context

Any important context setting information missing?

Charting a Way Forward
Papers/Blogs/Guidance
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Pilot study framework
Privacy and legal issues
Communication and public education
National implementation plan
Budgeting and cost estimation

Actions
a. …

